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Administrative Information

Biographical Sketch       "Every Friday" was an Anglo-Jewish newspaper of Jewish affairs, published in the greater Cincinnati area.

Scope and Content          Correspondence relating to the activities of the "Every Friday" newspaper, 1957-1961, and financial statements, 1949-1956.

Terms of Access            The collection is open for use; no restrictions apply.

Preferred Citation         Footnotes and bibliographic references should refer to the Every Friday Records and the American Jewish Archives. A suggestion for at least the first citation is as follows:
                           [Description], [Date], Box #, Folder #. MS-225. Every Friday Records. American Jewish Archives, Cincinnati, Ohio.

Provenance                Received from Morris Weintraub, Cincinnati, Ohio, 25 April 1975.

Index Terms

Subjects                  Jews -- Ohio -- Cincinnati / Journalism
Personal Names            Chernofsky, Jacob / Goldberg, Meyer / Goldfarb, Mordecai / Harris, Albert / Hirsch, Max / Jaeger, Phillip / Kasfir, Harry / Messer, Charles M. / Schmidt, Samuel M. / Weintraub, Morris
Corporate Names           Jewish Heritage Foundation of Cincinnati, Inc.

Series A. General, 1949-1961

Box and Folder Listing

Box 1. Folder 1-2. Correspondence, 1957-1961
Box 1. Folder 3. Financial statements, 1949-1956